NEW MEMBER
GUIDE

Dear Valued Florist,
The gravity of what we do on a daily basis cannot be overstated.
It may seem dramatic to say, but the responsibility FTD feels for every
order matches the gravity of the moment for the sender and receiver.
Births. Deaths. Illness. Weddings. We sit in the middle of the most
emotional moments on earth.
With that responsibility on our minds, we have set out to change
FTD for the better. Our vision is to be the best florist partner on earth
through a combination of revenue generation and state of the art
technology to help florists build their business. FTD is in the middle
of a transformation that is already producing outside results — and we
are just getting started. Our increased investment in technology will
create opportunities for florists to capture more local business than
ever before. We all feel that our core responsibility is to help small
businesses thrive and will continue to invest in making that vision
a reality.
By joining FTD now you will help us influence the industry in a positive
way, more so than ever before. Our team is imminently available — and
you are welcome to reach out to me personally anytime.
Thanks for joining our journey!

Charlie Cole, CEO
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WELCOME TO THE
FTD COMMUNITY OF FLORISTS
In this guide, you will find all the information you need to become a successful partner.
Please keep this booklet on hand if you ever need to reference any details and be sure to
reach out to your representative if you have any questions.

MEMBER
SERVICES

MERCURY
SUPPORT

MARKETPL ACE &
FLOWER EXCHANGE

Monday – Friday
7:30 am – 6:30 pm CT

Monday – Friday
7:00 am – 7:00 pm CT

Monday – Friday
8:00 am – 5:00 pm CT

800.788.9000
ftdmemberservices@ftdi.com

Saturday
7:30 am – 4:00 pm CT

800.767.4000

888.205.7225

FTDI.COM
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H O W T O I M P R OV E YO U R
OPPORTUNITY FOR ORDERS
We know that orders are one of the greatest benefits to being a part of
the FTD Network. Our goal is to send as many orders your way at a high
value to maximize your profitability. There are several things you can do
to increase your opportunity for orders.
QUALITY & SERVICE
Ensure you have the necessary products to fill orders to value by using
the provided bouquet recipes. Exceptional quality and service means
having the correct flowers and containers, as well as the delivery
capacity to deliver orders on time. Quality performance is reviewed
for all member florists including refunds, rejects and delivery issues.
C O N TA I N E R S
Purchase everyday and holiday codified containers to be eligible to
receive orders for some of our best sellers.
DELIVERY AREA
BEST SELLERS

Make sure to let us know the ZIP codes where you deliver. It is also

Our goal is help you be as successful

important to expand or condense your coverage area on a regular basis,

as possible. That is why we share

especially during the holidays, to ensure you can deliver an exceptional

out the projected best sellers for the

experience.

following month to make sure you have
the containers and flowers you need to
fill FTD orders.
The best sellers can be found at
FTDI.COM/BESTSELLERS. A monthly

P A R T I C I P AT I O N
We provide some of the industry’s best business solutions for florists.
Leveraging our technology, website and wholesale flowers are just
some ways we can make a difference in your everyday operations.

email reminder is also sent to you.
S A M E - D AY D E L I V E R Y
It is important to know your shop’s same day delivery cut-off time.
There are two options, 11:00 am and 2:00 pm. Same-day orders received
by the florist’s cut-off time must be delivered the same day (including
holidays) if requested by the customer. Your order minimum is also
another important factor we need to enter in our system to make sure
you are sent orders that work for your shop.

To update any of our account information, please reach out to your
Member Success Advocate.
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TECHNOLOGY TOOLS MAKE IT EASY
Our technology is constantly evolving. Reach out to one of our Technology Specialists to learn
which tools are available to you for ways you can easily run your shop from anywhere, anytime.

MERCURY HQ
Mercury HQ is a cloud-based system that lets you manage your shop
from anywhere using your phone, tablet, or computer. With real-time
synching for access wherever life takes you, Mercury HQ helps you
accept and transact orders like never before. New features will continue
to be added to Mercury HQ to help you leverage the platform to
maximize your shop’s performance.
By now, you should be up and running on Mercury HQ. If you have any
questions or need to troubleshoot an issue, contact Mercury Support at
888.205.7225.
ORDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

E X PA N D YO U R
D E L I V E R Y C A PA C I T Y
The FTD Delivery Service is an online
platform designed to help manage
your delivery needs. We have partners
to give you access to a network of
local professional delivery drivers —
7 days a week, 365 days a year.

When your Mercury HQ system receives an order, it is important that

Fully integrated with Mercury HQ,

you have a process in place to acknowledge the order within one hour

the benefits include:

and 50 minutes of receiving it. By letting us know that you received
the order and will take care of it through delivery (or you can’t fill it and
reject it), we can ensure that the consumer’s purchase is taken care of.
If you’re not able to fill the order, please let us know that you can’t
complete the order no later than one hour and 50 minutes of receiving
it. This way, the order can be sent back into the network to find a florist
that can complete the order.
D E L AY E D R E S P O N S E P O L I C Y
If you acknowledge you can fill the order and either deliver it late or not
at all, you may receive a Delayed Response fee. The Delayed Response
Policy is a proactive approach to preventing late or non-delivery of

• Labor savings — reduce dependency
on full-time drivers.
• Vehicle savings — fuel, maintenance,
insurance, wear & tear, etc.
• Flexibility — schedule deliveries
24/7/365.
• Delivery speed — same day or timed
delivery options.
• Increase capacity — deliver more
orders during peak times.
• Professional delivery drivers —

consumer orders. The policy is designed to protect FTD Florists from

no‑contact delivery with real‑time

late or undelivered orders that may ultimately impact their reputation

delivery confirmation.

and perception of the industry.

• No monthly fees — pay per delivery.

We track all orders and assess charges on behalf of the sending
florist to ensure their orders are being successfully fulfilled on a
timely basis. Any fees collected from the filling florist are credited to
the sending florist.

FTDI.COM
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D E L I V E RY B E ST P R ACT I C E S
D E L I V E R Y C O N F I R M AT I O N
• Submit the delivery confirmation at the actual time of delivery. When
a delivery confirmation is sent, it immediately sends an email to the
customer to let them know their purchase was successfully received.
• When sent prematurely, it sets all the wheels in motion for a possible

DELIVERING AN
EXCEPTIONAL
EXPERIENCE

escalation or delayed response charge.
• At a minimum, make it a part of the delivery driver’s process to
text/call the shop when the route is completed to attend to delivery
confirmations and alert for any that are unsuccessful.

Delivering an exceptional experience
for our customers is a top priority.
All FTD orders should receive a delivery
confirmation by 7:00 pm (local time)
on the same day of delivery, after the
customer receives the delivery.
For any delivery not confirmed by
7:00 pm (local time), a minimum
of $2.25 fee per order will be
processed on your FTD Statement.

PROOF OF DELIVERY
• A photo of an arrangement left on a porch will be accepted as proof
of delivery in place of a signature by the recipient. Photos that
include the house number are a best practice, if possible.
• When emailing a photo as proof of delivery, the subject line should
include the Mercury order number and recipient’s last name.
• A delivery log should include the Mercury order number, date, time
and a valid signature for each order. Time of delivery is required for
all business and funeral deliveries.
• When emailing or faxing a delivery log to customer service,
please make sure the information is legible and each order’s
information is on one single line.

If you have questions about proof of delivery, please contact
customerservicect@ftdi.com.
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A L E G A C Y O F Q U A L I T Y,
P R O F E S S I O N A L F LO R I ST S
For more than 110 years, FTD has been an innovative leader promoting
quality and process improvement throughout the floral industry. With
innovative programs, exclusive educational courses and notable
business tools, we are continually seeking new collaborative ways to
improve the fulfillment and delivery process for florists and the floral
purchasing experience for consumers.
As a member of FTD, you have the opportunity to benefit from several
programs that focus on continual quality improvement and operational
excellence. It is important that employees at an FTD Member shop
understand and follow the guidelines of each of the quality policies,
which will help grow successful relationships with consumers and build
a partnership with us.
FLORIST SCORECARD
The FTD Florist Scorecard allows Member Florists to review and
optimize their business practices when filling our orders.
The Florist Scorecard was designed to provide insight into a Member
Florist’s fulfillment performance and allows them to monitor their quality,
refusal and customer satisfaction ratings. This tool is updated monthly
and contains valuable data to guide business decisions and maximize
order potential. Members will also learn how they compare to other
florists in their markets. The ultimate goal of the Florist Scorecard is to
help FTD Member Florists identify opportunities to improve their quality
metrics, receive more orders and instill industry best practices.
View your Quality Scorecard each month and learn more about
our programs at FTDI.COM/QUALITY. To review your shop’s quality

Every month, you will have access
to your shop’s FTD Statement for
the previous month’s activities. The
statement provides your detailed
activity with FTD for the prior month.
You can sign up to receive a
paperless statement at FTDI.COM
under FTD Statement. If you have
not opted out of receiving a paper
statement, you will receive your
monthly detail in the mail for a
small fee.
Statement information includes:

metrics and local market benchmarks, reach out to our Quality Team

• Summary of monthly activity

at QSR@ftdi.com.

• Order summary
• Rebate summary
• Check or payment coupon
(dependent on monthly activity)

For information on signing up for
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)
payments, please contact
Member Services at 800.788.9000.

FTDI.COM
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S TAY C O N N E C T E D
Get the latest FTD news, events, education, promotions & more...
@MercuryNetwork

@FTDMercuryNetwork

blog.ftdi.com
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